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Abstract. Model update is an approach to enhance model check-
ing functions by providing computer aided modifications in system
development [2, 9]. It has been observed that one major obstacle
restricting the application of this approach, e.g. CTL model update
[15], is that the update has to take the entire system model into ac-
count, and that is usually not feasible for large scale domains. In this
paper, we develop a tree-like local model update approach under the
framework of ACTL - a widely used fragment of CTL in property
specification. We define a bisimulation based minimal change prin-
ciple on tree-like local model update, reveal its relationship to tradi-
tional belief update and provide essential semantic characterizations.
We also investigate primary semantic and computational properties
in relation to tree-like local model update. Finally we briefly describe
the update system prototype that we have implemented and summa-
rize our experimental results.

1 Introduction

Model checking has demonstrated its promising effectiveness for
complex system verification [1]. Although counterexamples gener-
ated from model checking procedures provide important information
for system designers to specifically identify the errors, model check-
ing itself does not directly fix the system faults. Recently, some ap-
proaches have been proposed towards a computer aided system mod-
ification, such as the work presented in [8, 11].

Among these various approaches, one important idea is to in-
tegrate AI techniques, such as belief revision and model update,
into model checking to develop effective system repairing tools, e.g.
[2, 9]. The recent work presented in [15] demonstrated how a gen-
eral CTL model update method can be developed for this purpose.
The idea is quite clear: when a CTL specification property fails over
a Kripke model through a model checking, the underlying Kripke
model will be updated in an automated way, and the result is a new
Kripke model which satisfies the specification property. From this
result, a candidate modification for the original Kripke model may
be derived by the system designer. However, one major obstacle re-
stricting its applications is that the update prototype has to take the
entire system model (e.g. a complete Kripke model) as the input.
This, obviously, is not generally feasible for large scale domains.

On the other hand, it is well understood that counterexamples gen-
erated from a model checking procedure play an essential role in
system repairing, because a counterexample usually localizes certain
information that reveals how the system fails the specification prop-
erty, e.g. [7]. Therefore, one natural way to overcome the difficulty
of model update approach mentioned above is that we should de-
velop a local model update that only applies to counterexamples and
effectively generates candidate modifications for the original system.

In this paper, we present a local model update approach that effec-
tively overcomes this difficulty. We focus on a widely used fragment
of CTL - ACTL, and develop the counterexample guided ACTL lo-
cal model update approach, in which an update is performed on the
tree-like ACTL counterexample. We define a minimal change princi-
ple for such update problem based on the concept of bisimulation on
tree-like Kripke structures. We then reveal the relationship between
our local model update and traditional belief update, and provide es-
sential semantic characterizations. We also investigate primary com-
putational properties in relation to our update approach. Finally, we
briefly describe the local model update prototype that we have im-
plemented and present a summary of our experimental results.

2 ACTL and Tree-like Structures

ACTL is a fragment of Computation Tree Logic (CTL) and has at-
tracted considerable studies from researchers, e.g. [3, 4]. Besides
Boolean connectives, ACTL provides both linear time operators X,
F, G and U and the branching time operator A. The linear time op-
erators allow one to express properties of a particular evaluation of
the systems given by a series of events in time, and the branching
time operator takes into account the multiple possible future scenar-
ios starting from a given state at certain time. ACTL has the following
syntax given in Backus-Naur form:
φ ::= > |⊥| p | ¬p | φ ∧ ψ | φ ∨ ψ | AXφ | AGφ | AFφ |

A[φUψ], where p is any propositional atom (variable).
Let AP be a set of propositional variables. A Kripke structure M

over AP is a triple M = (S,R, L), where S is a finite set of states,
R ⊆ S × S is a binary relation representing state transitions, and
L : S → 2AP is a labeling function that assigns each state with a
set of propositional variables. A path is an infinite sequence of states.
We assume that R is total, that is, all states have positive out-degree.
Therefore, each finite path can be extended into an infinite path.

Let M = (S,R, L) be a Kripke structure and s0 ∈ S. A
path in M starting from s0 is denoted as π = [s0, · · ·, si,
si+1, · · ·], where (si, si+1) ∈ R holds for all i ≥ 0. If π =
[s0, s1, · · · , si, · · · , sj , · · ·] and i < j, we denote si < sj . For any
s ∈ S, the satisfaction relation between (M, s), which we call a
Kripke model induced from M (or simply Kripke model), and an
ACTL formula φ, denoted by (M, s) |= φ, is defined in a standard
way as described in [10].

Definition 1 Let M = (S,R, L) be a Kripke structure. Given any s
in S, we define whether an ACTL formula φ holds in M at state s.
We write this by (M, s) |= φ. The satisfaction relation |= is defined
by structural induction on all ACTL formulas1:

1 Here we follow [10]’s style to define ACTL semantics.



1. (M, s) |= > and (M, s) 6|=⊥ for all s ∈ S.
2. (M, s) |= p iff p ∈ L(s).
3. (M, s) |= ¬p iff p 6∈ L(s).
4. (M, s) |= φ1 ∧ φ2 iff (M, s) |= φ1 and (M, s) |= φ2.
5. (M, s) |= φ1 ∨ φ2 iff (M, s) |= φ1 or (M, s) |= φ2.
6. (M, s) |= AXφ iff for all s1 such that (s, s1) ∈ R, (M, s1) |= φ.
7. (M, s) |= AGφ iff for all paths π = [s0, s1, s2, · · ·] where s0 = s

and ∀si, si ∈ π, (M, si) |= φ.
8. (M, s) |= AFφ iff for all paths π = [s0, s1, s2, · · ·] where s0 = s

and ∃si, si ∈ π, (M, si) |= φ.
9. (M, s) |= A[φ1Uφ2] iff for all paths π = [s0, s1, s2, · · ·] where
s0 = s, ∃si ∈ π, (M, si) |= φ2 and ∀j < i, (M,sj) |= φ1.

For simplicity reason, in the rest of this paper, unless we explicitly
mention, we will only consider satisfiable ACTL formulas in the con-
text. Now we introduce the concept of tree-like Kripke structures [4].
Let G be a directed graph. A strongly connected component (SCC)
C in G is a maximal subgraph of G such that every node in C is
reachable from every other node in C. C is nontrivial iff either it
has more than one node or it contains one node with a self-loop.
The component graph c(G) of G is the graph where the vertices are
given by the SCCs of G, and where two vertices of c(G) are con-
nected by an edge if there exists an edge between vertices in the
corresponding SCCs. Then we say a graph G is tree-like if (1) all
its SCCs are cycles; and (2) c(G) is a directed tree. We should note
that condition (1) is non-trivial because some SCCs may not be cy-
cles. For instance, in a graph G = (V,E), where V = {s1, s2, s3}
and E = {(s1, s2), (s2, s3), (s3, s3), (s3, s2)}, the subgraph G′ =
({s2, s3}, {(s2, s3), (s3, s3), (s3, s2)}) is a SCC, but it is not a cycle
because edge (s3, s3) also forms a self-loop.

Consider a Kripke model (M, s0), whereM = (S,R, L), s0 ∈ S.
We say that (M, s0) is a tree-like Kripke model if its correspond-
ing graph G(M) = (S,R) is tree-like. In this case, we call the ini-
tial state s0 the root of this tree-like model. Since a tree-like Kripke
model may not be a strict tree (e.g. it may contain some cycles along
a branch), we cannot follow the traditional notions of child and par-
ent in a tree-like model. Instead, we define the following new con-
cepts. We say state s is an ancestor of state s′, if there is a path
π = [s0, · · · , s, · · · , s

′, · · ·] where s′ does not occur in the part
[s0, · · · , s]. s is a parent of s′ if s is an ancestor of s′ and (s, s′) ∈ R.
In this case, we also call s′ is a successor of s. A state s is called leaf
if it is not an ancestor of any other states. A tree-like Kripke model
(M ′, s′) is called a local model of (M, s), if M ′ = (S′, R′, L′),
where s′ = s, s′ ∈ S′, S′ ⊆ S, R′ ⊆ R, for all s∗ ∈ S′,
L′(s∗) = L(s∗). Note that a local model must share the same root
with the original model.

Since a counterexample may just contain a finite path, to use a tree-
like Kripke model to precisely represent such counterexample, we
will allow a tree-like Kripke model to contain finite paths that cannot
be extended into paths (i.e. infinite sequences of states). Figure 1
from [4] shows an example of a tree-like model that represents a
counterexample for a specific ACTL formula.

Clarke et al. [4] proved an important result regarding ACTL model
checking stating that if an ACTL formula is not satisfied in a Kripke
structure, then this Kripke structure must contain a tree-like coun-
terexample with respect to this formula.

Theorem 1 [4] ACTL has tree-like counterexamples.

3 Tree-like Local Model Update

As we mentioned earlier, one major obstacle restricting the applica-
tion of CTL model update in practical domains is that very often we
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Figure 1. A counterexample for AG¬x∨AF¬y.

have to deal with a big Kripke model, and the update may also lead
to a model explosion [15]. This motivates us to focus on the tree-like
counterexample update. Since we can view a tree-like counterexam-
ple as a partial Kripke structure which is usually small, the update
on this counterexample actually provides a computer aided approach
for effective system modifications.

Intuitively, we would like our update approach to obey the fol-
lowing general principles: (1) retain the original structure as much
as possible; (2) do not change the structure components that are ir-
relevant to satisfy the property; (3) allow changes on both transition
relations and states in the structure. Principles 1 and 2 are quite ob-
vious: whenever possible, we always like to change the structure as
little as possible to make it satisfy the property. Principle 3, on the
other hand, means that our update should be flexible enough in order
to represent rational modifications in system repairs.

For convenience, in the rest of the paper, we will call (M, s) a tree-
like Kripke model without explicitly mentioning the corresponding
tree-like Kripke structure M = (S,R, L) where s ∈ S. We also
define Diff(X,Y ) = (X \ Y ) ∪ (Y \X) where X,Y are two sets.

Definition 2 Let (M, s) and (M1, s1) be two tree-like Kripke mod-
els. We say that a binary relationH ⊆ S×S1 is a weak bisimulation
between (M, s) and (M1, s1) if:

1. H(s, s1);
2. given v, v′ ∈ S such that v is a parent of v′, for all v1 ∈ S1 such

thatH(v, v1), the condition holds: (a) if v1 is not a leaf, then there
exists successor v′1 of v1 such that H(v′, v′1), or (b) if v1 is a leaf,
then H(v′, v1) (forth condition);

3. given v1, v′1 ∈ S1 such that v1 is a parent of v′1, for all v ∈ S

such that H(v, v1), the condition holds: (a) if v is not a leaf, then
there exists a successor v′ of v such that H(v′, v′1), or (b) if v is a
leaf, then H(v, v′1) (back condition).

Definition 2 is inspired from the concept of bisimulation on Kripke
models in classical modal logics.It is observed that for any two tree-
like models, there exists at least one weak bisimulation between
them. Usually, there are more than one such weak bisimulations.

Definition 3 Let (M, s), (M1, s1) and (M2, s2) be three tree-like
models, H1 and H2 be two weak bisimulations between (M, s) and
(M1, s1) and between (M, s) and (M2, s2) respectively. We say that
H1 is as similar as H2, denoted by H1 ≤ H2, if for all nodes v ∈ S,
the following condition holds:

1. there exists an ancestor v′ of v such that for all v1 ∈ S1 and v2 ∈
S2 satisfying H1(v

′, v1) and H2(v
′, v2), Diff(L(v′), L1(v1)) ⊂

Diff(L(v′), L2(v2)); or
2. for all v1 ∈ S1 and v2 ∈ S2 satisfying H1(v, v1) and H2(v, v2),

Diff(L(v), L1(v1)) ⊆ Diff(L(v), L2(v2)).

We write H1 < H2 iffH1 ≤ H2 but H2 6≤ H1.



Definition 3 specifies how we compare two weak bisimulations
among three tree-like models. Intuitively, ifH1 andH2 are two weak
bisimulations between (M, s) and (M1, s1), and between (M, s)
and (M2, s2) respectively, then H1 ≤ H2 means that M1 represents
at least the same information about M asM2 does under H1 and H2

respectively.
Note that if (M1, s1) and (M2, s2) are identical, then it is still

possible to have two different weak bisimulations between (M, s)
and (M1, s1). Hence, we are always interested in thatH1 where there
is no other H ′

1 between (M, s) and (M ′, s′) such that H ′
1 < H1.

We call such H1 a minimal weak bisimulation between (M, s) and
(M ′, s′), which, as should be noted, is not necessarily unique.

Proposition 1 ≤ defined in Definition 3 is a partial ordering.

Definition 4 (Tree-like local model update) Let φ be an ACTL for-
mula and (M, s) a tree-like model such that M 6|= φ. A tree-like
model (M1, s1) is called a result of updating (M, s) with φ, if and
only if

1. (M1, s1) |= φ;
2. there is a weak bisimulation H1 between (M, s) and (M1, s1)

such that there does not exist another tree-like model (M2, s2)
satisfying (M2, s2) |= φ and a weak bisimulation H2 between
(M, s) and (M2, s2) such that H2 < H1. In this case we say that
(M1, s1) is an update result under H1.

We also use Res(Updatet((M, s), φ)) to denote the set of all possi-
ble resulting tree-like models of updating (M, s) with φ.

Condition 1 in Definition 4 simply states that after the update, the
resulting tree-like model should satisfy the updating formula. Condi-
tion 2 ensures that the resulting tree-like model is minimal from the
original model under some weak bisimulation.

Example 1 Consider a tree-like model M as described in Figure 2,
which is a counterexample of AG¬x∨AF¬y. Then according to Def-
inition 4, it is not hard to verify that (M1, s1) is a result of the update
of (M, s) with AG¬x ∨ AF¬y, where (M2, s2) is not although it
also satisfies AG¬x ∨ AF¬y, as (M2, s2) represents more changes
from (M, s) than (M1, s1) does. 2
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Figure 2. Updating (M, s) with AG¬x ∨ AF¬y.

4 Semantic Characterizations

In this section, we study essential semantic properties of our tree-
like local model update. In particular, we will focus our study on
two aspects: one is the relationship between our local model update
approach and the traditional belief (knowledge system) update, and
the other is about the persistence property that we usually expect a
local model update to satisfy.

4.1 Relationship to Belief Update

Katsuno and Mendelzon [12] have discovered that the original AGM
revision postulates cannot precisely characterize the feature of belief

update. They proposed the following alternative update postulates,
and argued that any propositional belief update operators should sat-
isfy these postulates. In the following (U1) - (U8) postulates, all oc-
currences of T , µ, α, etc. are propositional formulas.

(U1) T � µ |= µ.
(U2) If T |= µ then T � µ ≡ T .
(U3) If both T and µ are satisfiable then T � µ is

also satisfiable.
(U4) If T1 ≡ T2 and µ1 ≡ µ2 then T � µ1 ≡ T2 � µ2.
(U5) (T � µ) ∧ α |= T � (µ ∧ α).
(U6) If T � µ1 |= µ2 and T � µ2 |= µ1 then T � µ1 ≡ T �µ2.
(U7) If T is complete (i.e., has a unique model) then

(T � µ1) ∧ (T � µ2) |= T � (µ1 ∨ µ2).
(U8) (T1 ∨ T2) � µ ≡ (T1 � µ) ∨ (T2 � µ).

As shown by Katsuno and Mendelzon [12], postulates (U1) - (U8)
precisely capture the minimal change criterion for update that is de-
fined based on certain partial ordering on models.

In order to compare our tree-like model update with the tradi-
tional knowledge base update, we need to first define a tree-like
update operator on ACTL formulas. Let φ be an ACTL formula,
M = (S,R, L) a tree-like Kripke structure, and Initial(S) ⊆ S the
set of initial states of M . For some s ∈ Initial(S), we call (M, s)
a tree-like model of φ if (M, s) |= φ. We use Modt(ψ) to denote
the set of all tree-like Kripke models of ψ. We also assume that the
underlying language is finite, i.e. the set of propositional variables is
finite, because Katsuno and Mendelzon’s postulates (U1) - (U8) are
based on finite languages [12].

Proposition 2 If ψ is a satisfiable ACTL formula, then Modt(ψ) 6=
∅.

Given two ACTL formulas ψ and φ, we specify a tree-like update
operator �t as follows:

Mod
t(ψ �t φ) =

⋃

(M,s)∈Modt(ψ)

Res(Update
t((M, s), φ)). (1)

Theorem 2 Operator �t satisfies all Katsuno and Mendelzon update
postulates (U1) - (U8), in the sense that for each form ψ |= φ in the
postulates, we replace it as Modt(ψ) ⊆ Modt(φ).

Proof: Due to a space limit, here we only prove that �t satisfies
(U5) and (U8), while proofs for other postulates are referred to
our full paper. To prove that �t satisfies (U5), it is sufficient to
show that for each (M, s) ∈ Modt(ψ), Res(Updatet((M, s), φ)) ∩
Modt(α) ⊆ Res(Updatet((M,s), φ ∧ α)). Consider a tree-like
model (M ′, s′) ∈ Res(Updatet((M, s), φ)) ∩ Modt(α). Sup-
pose (M ′, s′) 6∈ Res(Updatet((M, s), φ ∧ α)). Then this im-
plies two cases: (a) (M ′, s′) 6|= φ ∧ α; (b) there exists another
tree-like model (M ′′, s′′) ∈ Modt(φ ∧ α) such that H ′′ <

H ′, where H ′, H ′′ are the weak bisimulations between (M, s)
and (M ′, s′), (M, s) and (M ′′, s′′) respectively. If it is case (a),
then (M ′, s′) 6∈ Res(Updatet((M, s), φ)) ∩ Modt(α), so the
result holds. If it is case (b), then it means that (M ′, s′) 6∈
Res(Updatet((M, s), φ)) according to Definition 4, and hence
(M ′, s′) 6∈ Res(Updatet((M, s), φ)) ∩ Modt(α). The result also
holds.

Now we prove that �t satisfies (U8). From (1), it is clear that:
Modt((ψ1 ∨ ψ2) �t φ) =

⋃
(M,s)∈Modt(ψ1∨ψ2)

Res(Updatet

((M , s), φ)) =
⋃

(M,s)∈Modt(ψ1)
Res( Updatet((M, s), φ)) ∪⋃

(M,s)∈Modt(ψ2)
Res(Updatet((M,s), φ)) = Modt(ψ1 �t φ) ∪

Modt(ψ2 �t φ). This means �t satisfies postulate (U8). 2



4.2 Persistence Properties

An essential semantic property we should study in relation to model
update is so called persistence. That is, for a given tree-like model
(M, s) and two ACTL formulas φ and ψ, where (M, s) 6|= φ and
(M, s) |= ψ, after updating (M, s) with φ we obtain a new tree-
like local model (M ′, s′) such that (M ′, s′) |= φ. Then we would
like to know whether ψ still holds in the new model: (M ′, s′) |=
ψ? In general updating a model with one formula may affect the
satisfaction of other formulas in the resulting model. Study on the
persistence property in a local model update is important, because
this will provide essential information of how a specific local model
update influences other properties that the system originally obeys.
The following general result indicates that our update does not affect
those irrelevant formulas’ satisfactions in the resulting local model.

Proposition 3 Let (M, s) a tree-like model, φ and ψ two ACTL for-
mulas such that V ar(φ) ∩ V ar(ψ) = ∅2, and (M ′, s′) a tree-like
model resulting from the update of (M, s) with φ. Then (M ′, s′) |=
ψ iff (M, s) |= ψ.

However, the situation becomes complicated when φ and ψ share
some common propositional variables. In general, the persistence
property does not hold any more in a local model update when two
formulas share common propositional variables. What makes this
problem meaningful and challenging is to identify some useful cases
for which the local model update preserves the persistence property
for a class of ACTL formulas.

Definition 5 (Strict extension) A tree-like model (M, s) is called
a strict extension of (M ′, s′) if for each path in (M ′, s′) π′ =
[s0, s1, · · ·] (s0 = s′), there is at most one path in (M, s) π =
[s0, · · · , sk, sk+1, · · ·] (s0 = s′), such that for all si ≤ sk, si ∈ π′,
and for all sk < sj , sj 6∈ π′.

Intuitively, if (M, s) is a strict extension of (M ′, s′), then (M, s)
does not contain any more branches than (M ′, s′) but may contain
longer paths than (M ′, s′) does. Strict extensions represent some in-
teresting cases in tree-like local model updates. Quite often, an up-
date result may be obtained by only cutting off or extending some
paths of the original local model. The following theorem reveals an
important persistence property associated to strict extensions.

Theorem 3 Let (M, s) be a tree-like model and φ an ACTL formula.
Then the following results hold:

1. If (M ′, s′) is a result of updating (M, s) with φ, and it is a strict
extension of (M, s), then for any ACTL formula ψ not containing
operator AG, (M, s) |= ψ implies (M ′, s′) |= ψ;

2. If (M ′, s′) is a result of updating (M, s) with φ, and (M, s) is
a strict extension of (M ′, s′), then for any ACTL formula ψ only
containing operator AG, (M, s) |= ψ implies (M ′, s′) |= ψ.

Proof: Here we only prove Result 1 here, while result 2 can be
proved in a similar style. We prove Result 1 by induction on the
structure of formula ψ. More specifically, it is sufficient to prove
the cases of propositional formula ψ, AXψ, AFψ, and A[φUψ].
Let M = (S,R, L) and M ′ = (S′, R′, L′). From Definition
5, we know that (M ′, s′) must contain the same branches as
(M, s) contains, and s = s′. We first consider that φ is just a
2 V ar(φ) is the set of all propositional variables occurring in φ.

propositional formula. Then we have (M, s) |= φ iff L(s) |= φ.
This means (M ′, s′) = (M ′, s) |= φ. Now suppose φ is of the
form AXψ. Since (M, s) |= AXψ, we know that for each s∗ ∈ S

such that (s, s∗) ∈ R, (M, s∗) |= ψ. Again, because (M ′, s′)
is a strict extension of (M, s), all such (s, s∗) are also in R′, so
(M ′, s∗) |= ψ. Furthermore, there is no other new state s† such
that (s, s†) ∈ R′ but (s, s†) 6∈ R. So (M ′, s′) |= AXψ as well.
Suppose φ is of the form AFψ. From (M, s) |= AFψ, we know that
for each path π = [s, · · ·] in M , there exists some sk ∈ π such that
(M, sk) |= ψ. Then this path must also be in M ′, so we also have
(M ′, sk) |= ψ. On the other hand, from the fact that (M ′, s′) is a
strict extension of (M, s), we know that in M ′, there does not exist
a path of the form π′ = [s′, · · · , sk, sk+1, · · ·] where states sk ∈ S,
and sk+1, · · · ∈ S′ and another path π′′ = [s′, · · · , sk, s

′
k+1, · · ·]

is in M and also in M ′ (sk+1 6= s′k+1). That means, it is not
possible that state sk leads to two different paths inM ′. This implies
that (M ′, s) |= AFψ. The case of A[φUψ] can be shown similarly. 2

Example 2 The tree-like local model (M, s) depicted in the follow-
ing figure represents a counterexample of ACTL formula A(aUb) ∨
AXa. From Definition 4, it can be checked that model (M ′, s) on the
right side in Figure 3 is one possible result of updating (M, s) with
formula A[aU(¬a∧ b)]∨AXa. Clearly, (M ′, s) is a strict extension
of (M, s) in this case. Consider another formula AFAX(a ∨ c). It
is observed that (M, s) |= AFAX(a ∨ c). According to Result 1 in
Theorem 3, we should have (M ′, s) |= AFAX(a∨c) as well. Indeed
it is easy to verify that this is true. 2
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Figure 3. Updating (M, s) with A[aU(¬a ∧ b)] ∨ AXa preserves the
persistence of AFAX(a ∨ c).

5 Computational Properties

In this section we study the computational properties in relation to
tree-like local model update. We will first provide the main complex-
ity result of local model update, and then study the computational
issues of some typical tree-like local model updates.

5.1 The Main Complexity Result

We first provide the main complexity result of tree-like local model
update as follows.

Theorem 4 Let (M, s) and (M ′, s′) be two tree-like models, H a
weak bisimulation between (M, s) and (M ′, s′), and φ an ACTL
formula. Deciding whether (M ′, s′) is a result of updating (M, s)
with φ under H as defined in Definition 4 is co-NP-complete.

Proof: (Membership). To show the membership, we have first proved
the following result:



Result: Given models (M, s), (M ′, s′) and a weak bisimulation
H between (M, s) and (M ′, s′). There exist a model (M ′′, s′′)
and a weak bisimulation H ′′ between (M, s) and (M ′′, s′′)
such that H ′′ < H , iff there exist a model (M†, s†), whose
size is in the polynomial size of (M, s) and (M ′, s′), and aH†

between (M, s) and (M†, s†) such that H† < H .

SupposeM ′ = (S′, R′, L′) and s′ ∈ S′. It is well known that check-
ing whether (M ′, s′) |= φ can be done in O(|φ| · (|S′| + |R′|)).
Now we need to check (M ′, s′)’s minimality according to Defini-
tions 2 and 3. For doing that, we consider the complement of the
problem: checking whether (M ′, s′) is not an update result. First,
we guess another tree-like model (M ′′, s′′) and a weak bisimulation
H ′′ between (M, s) and (M ′′, s′′). From the above Result, we know
that it is sufficient to just guess a (M ′′, s′′) which is in polynomial
size of (M, s) and (M ′, s′). According to Definition 2, on the other
hand, guessing aH ′′ between (M, s) and (M ′′, s′′) can also be done
in polynomial time. Then we check whether (M ′′, s′′) |= φ. Obvi-
ously, checking whether (M ′′, s′′) |= φ is in polynomial time. From
Definition 3, it is easy to see that deciding whether H ′′ < H is also
in polynomial time. So deciding whether (M ′, s′) is not a result is in
NP. That is, the original problem is in co-NP.

(Hardness). It is well known that the validity problem for a propo-
sitional formula is co-NP-complete. Given a propositional formula
φ, we construct a transformation from the problem of deciding φ’s
validity to a tree-like model update in polynomial time. Let X be
the set of all variables occurring in φ, and a, b two new variables do
not occur in X . We denote ¬X =

∧
xi∈X

¬xi. Then, we specify a
tree-like Kripke model based on the variable set

X ∪ {a, b}: M = ({s0, s1}, {(s0, s1), (s1, s1)}, L), where
L(s0) = ∅ and L(s1) = X .

Now we define a new formula µ = AX(((φ → a) ∧ (¬X ∧ b)) ∨
(¬φ∧a)). Clearly, formula ((φ→ a)∧(¬X∧b))∨(¬φ∧a) is satis-
fiable and s1 6|= ((φ→ a)∧(¬X∧b))∨(¬φ∧a). So (M, s0) 6|= µ.
Now we consider the update of (M, s0) with µ. We define a new
tree-like model M ′ = ({s′0, s

′
1}, {(s

′
0, s

′
1), (s

′
1, s

′
1)}, L

′), where
L′(s′0) = L(s0) and L′(s′1) = {a, b}. The weak bisimulation
H between (M, s0) and (M ′, s′0) is defined as H(s0, s

′
0) and

H(s1, s
′
1). Then it is not difficult to verify that (M ′, s′0) is a result

of updating (M, s0) with µ iff φ is valid. This completes our proof. 2

Theorem 4 provides an essential computational insight for tree-
like local model update. It implies that, unless P=NP, it is unlikely
to develop a polynomial time algorithm to compute an update result.
Indeed, our implementation algorithm for local model update runs in
exponential time generally. Furthermore, without giving the specific
bisimulation in the input, the model checking complexity as stated in
Theorem 4 will be in ΠP

2 .

5.2 Computing Typical Tree-like Local Model
Updates

Although computing local model update is generally expensive, we
have observed that many updates with typical ACTL formulas can
actually be achieved in a more effective way. In the following, we
provide complexity results for these typical updates.

Theorem 5 Let (M, s) be a tree-like Kripke model, where M =
(S,R, L) and s ∈ S, φ and ψ two propositional formulas. Then the
following results hold.

1. If (M, s) 6|= AXφ, then a resulting tree-like model (M ′, s′) can
be computed in time O(|R| · 2|var(φ)|);

2. If (M, s) 6|= AGφ, then a resulting tree-like model (M ′, s′) can
be computed in time O(|S| · 2|var(φ)|);

3. If (M, s) 6|= AFφ, then a resulting tree-like local model (M ′, s′)
can be computed in time O(|R| · |S| · 2|var(φ)|);

4. If (M, s) 6|= A(ψUφ), then a resulting tree-like local model
(M ′, s′) can be computed in time O(|R| · |S| · 2|var(φ)|);

5. If (M, s) 6|= AG(ψ → AFφ), then a resulting tree-like model
(M ′, s′) can be computed in time O(|R| · |S| · 2|var(φ)|).

Proof: (Sketch) Here we only give the proof outline of Result 3 due
to a space limit. Since (M, s) is a counterexample of AFφ, then there
must be a path in (M, s) π = [s0, s1, · · ·] (s0 = s) such that for each
si ∈ π, L(si) 6|= φ. There are two cases.
Case 1. π is a finite path. Recall that under the weak bisimulation
minimal change principle, whenever possible, we try to update the
tree-like model at as lowest level as possible. In this case, we simply
update the last state sk in π to s′k, such that under the new model’s la-
beling function L′, L′(s′k) |= φ and Diff(L(sk, L

′(s′k)) is minimal.
If there is no any other path in (M, s) violates Fφ, then it is easy to
see the new model (M ′, s′) obtained in this way is a resulting model
with respect to Definition 4.
Case 2. π is an infinite path, that is π ends up with a loop: π =
[s0, s1, · · · , sk, sk+1, · · · , sk+h, sk, · · ·], as shown in Figure 4.

updated
state

Figure 4. A case of update with AFφ.

In this case, the lowest level of path π is the state sk+h: the last
state in the loop back to the loop entry state sk (i.e. the arrow pointed
state in Figure 4). So we just update sk+h to satisfy formula φ min-
imally. Once we complete the update on the all paths that violate
Fφ, the resulting model will satisfy AFφ, and is minimal from the
original model (M, s).

Now let us consider the complexity of this update procedure.
Clearly, for each such path, we need to update exactly one state,
which costs time O(2|var(φ)|)3. Given the tree-like counterexample
(M, s) of formula AFφ, generating a path of (M, s) and the update
on the last state will cost O(|R| + 2|var(φ)|) at most. Since there are
at most |S| states we need to consider for the update, the total cost
will be no more than O(|R| · |S| · 2|var(φ)|). 2

6 System Implementation and Experimental
Results

We have implemented a system prototype that performs ACTL tree-
like local model update. The system takes the counterexample gen-
erated from NuSMV model checker as its input, updates this local
model with the underlying property, and produces an updated local

3 Such complexity O(2|var(φ)|) for individual state minimal update is in-
evitably inherited from the the classical model based update approach [14].



model that satisfies the property. All these procedures are undertaken
in an automatic way.

After getting the updated local model, it is then the designer’s task
to find an actual fix for the original system. We have observed that
for most situations, detailed information about the original system’s
errors correction has already been revealed through the updated local
model. So it is usually not very difficult to find a candidate fix. Once a
candidate fix is identified, another procedure of model checking and
update should be carried out in order to achieve a final correction.
The structure of our update prototype is depicted as follows.

system
property NuSMV

model checker

counterexample

local model
update

updated 
local model

find a fix

iterated procedure

Figure 5. Local model update prototype.
We have undertaken extensive testings and case studies to evalu-

ate the performance of this update prototype system. Due to a space
limit, in the following, we just provide a brief summary of the exper-
imental results for one particular case study we have done - Sliding
Window Protocol (SWP) update.

Sliding Window Protocol (SWP) Update

SWP is a common protocol used for point to point packet-based
communication in networked environments [6]. Generally speaking,
there are two main components in SWP: the sender and the receiver.
The sender sends messages sequentially (each is called a frame mes-
sage) to the receiver through frame channel. When the receiver even-
tually receives these frame messages, it will acknowledge the sender
through the acknowledgement channel.

If all frame messages in the sending window received acknowl-
edgement, then the sending window slides forward; similarly, if the
receiver received all frame messages in the receiving window, then
the receiving window slides forward. The size of sending window
and receiving window is always the same. Since channels are possi-
bly unreliable, during the transmission, however, messages could be
lost, reordered and duplicated.

In recent years, various methods for verifying SWP have been de-
veloped, e.g. [5]. Basically, to ensure the correctness of SWP, the ver-
ification property, in some way, is of the form ϕ :

∧
i

AG(senti →
AFreceivedi), stating if the sender sends a frame message, then it
will be eventually received by the message receiver. Here senti and
receivedi are pair of variables associated with the ith frame message
in the window.

In our experiment, we encoded SWP and the checking property φ
via a NuSMV program, and allowed the window sizes vary from 2 to
8 in order to demonstrate the performance on different parameters.
The following table shows our experimental results for SWP update
at different window sizes4.

From Figure 6, we can see that with the window size increasing,
the state explosion is getting serious, while the size of local model
(counterexample size) remains relatively steady. We should also in-
dicate that during the model update, the number of propositional vari-
ables that the update prototype has to deal with is 2n, where n is the

4 Due to a space limit, the detailed procedure of SWP verification and update
in our system has to be referred to our full paper.

Window Counterexample Complete model Update time
size size (state numbers) size (state numbers) (seconds)

2 7 8 0.344
3 13 27 1.938
4 12 64 5.813
5 19 125 22.531
6 31 216 94.532
7 32 343 278.844
8 33 512 1020.688

Figure 6. Results of Update on Sliding Window Size n = 2..8

size of window. This implies that for each state update, it will take
time O(22n). For window size 8, for example, it will take O(216) for
each state update in the worst case. Since the counterexample size re-
mains quite small comparing to the whole model size, our prototype
is able to perform effective updates and assist to derive actual fixes.

7 Concluding Remarks

In this paper we developed an approach for ACTL tree-like local
model update. We studied semantic and computational foundations
of this approach in details. Our experimental results showed the fea-
sibility of this approach in applications.

We should mention that using our approach, the result produced
from a local model update is not an actual fix of the original sys-
tem itself, instead, it is a local model that the correct system should
contain in order to satisfy the checking property. This resulting local
model usually presents concrete information helping the designer to
find an actual fix for the original system. More detailed studies on
this aspect have been reported in our another paper [13].
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